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ABSTRACT
When a dark matter halo moves through a background of dark matter particles, self-
interactions can lead to both deceleration and evaporation of the halo and thus shift
its centroid relative to the collisionless stars and galaxies. We study the magnitude and
time evolution of this shift for two classes of dark matter self-interactions, viz. frequent
self-interactions with small momentum transfer (e.g. due to long-range interactions)
and rare self-interactions with large momentum transfer (e.g. contact interactions),
and find important differences between the two cases. We find that neither effect can
be strong enough to completely separate the dark matter halo from the galaxies, if we
impose conservative bounds on the self-interaction cross-section. The majority of both
populations remain bound to the same gravitational potential and the peaks of their
distributions are therefore always coincident. Consequently any apparent separation
is mainly due to particles which are leaving the gravitational potential, so will be
largest shortly after the collision but not observable in evolved systems. Nevertheless
the fraction of collisions with large momentum transfer is an important characteristic
of self-interactions, which can potentially be extracted from observational data and
provide an important clue as to the nature of dark matter.
Key words: astroparticle physics – dark matter – galaxies: clusters: general
1 INTRODUCTION
The successful standard paradigm for structure formation on
cosmological scales assumes that dark matter (DM) is col-
lisionless and cold. Indeed in most models of particle DM
such as supersymmetric theories, the DM self-interaction
cross-section is comparable to the DM-nucleon scattering
cross-section, which is experimentally constrained to be ex-
tremely small. However there is no reason why the dark
sector cannot be strongly coupled to itself, as long as the
interactions with Standard Model (SM) particles are suffi-
ciently weak. This setup would be natural in models with a
rich dark sector which has new gauge forces (Carlson et al.
1992; Mohapatra et al. 2002; Kusenko & Steinhardt 2001;
Frandsen et al. 2011).
The possibility of large self-interactions in the dark sec-
tor was suggested as a solution to the well-known prob-
lems of the standard cold dark matter (CDM) cosmology
on galactic scales (de Laix et al. 1995; Spergel & Steinhardt
2000). Subsequently, various bounds on the self-interaction
cross-section have been derived from the study of different
astrophysical systems (Yoshida et al. 2000; Miralda-Escude
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2002; Firmani et al. 2001; Gnedin & Ostriker 2001; Dave
et al. 2001; Hennawi & Ostriker 2002; Markevitch et al.
2004; Sa´nchez-Salcedo 2005; Boehm & Schaeffer 2005; Ran-
dall et al. 2008). These bounds constrain the simplest mod-
els for DM self-interactions (e.g. contact interactions with
velocity-independent cross-section) to the point where they
may no longer be sufficient to reduce the tension at small
scales (see Rocha et al. (2013); Peter et al. (2012); Vogels-
berger et al. (2012); Zavala et al. (2012) for a recent dis-
cussion). Invoking a (plausible) velocity dependence, how-
ever, one can evade these bounds (Ackerman et al. 2009;
Feng et al. 2009; Buckley & Fox 2010; Loeb & Weiner 2011;
van den Aarssen et al. 2012; Tulin et al. 2013).
Any evidence for DM self-interactions would have strik-
ing implications for particle physics, as it would severely
constrain or even rule out popular candidates such as su-
persymmetric neutralinos and axions. A sensitive probe for
this purpose is a DM halo moving through a larger sys-
tem with a high background density of DM particles. This
could e.g. be a satellite of the Milky Way moving through
the Galactic halo, or a galaxy with its DM halo moving
inside a galaxy cluster. Systems of particular interest in
this context are colliding galaxy clusters, such as the ‘Bullet
Cluster’ (Markevitch et al. 2004; Clowe et al. 2006), Abell
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520 (Mahdavi et al. 2007; Jee et al. 2012) or the recently dis-
covered ‘Musket Ball Cluster’ (Dawson et al. 2012; Dawson
2012). Independently of the difficulty in understanding how
such systems can arise in the standard CDM cosmology with
initial gaussian perturbations (Farrar & Rosen 2007; Lee &
Komatsu 2010; Watson et al. 2013), one can immediately de-
rive a bound on the DM self-interaction cross-section from
the simple observation that such systems have survived the
collision and not evaporated as a result of the energy trans-
ferred from the larger system.
A potentially more sensitive probe of DM self-
interactions is whether these have caused the DM halo to
slow down. In particular, such a deceleration can lead to an
observable separation between the DM halo and the colli-
sionless stars or galaxies (Markevitch et al. 2004; Randall
et al. 2008). The aim of this paper is to develop an intu-
itive understanding of the origin of this separation from a
particle physics point of view based on simple analytical
arguments and to confirm our expectations with numerical
simulations of colliding clusters. We find that even in the
presence of DM self-interactions, the peak of the DM dis-
tribution always remains coincident with the peak of the
distribution of stars/galaxies. However, self-interactions can
induce an asymmetry in the two distributions due to par-
ticles (either DM particles or stars/galaxies) which escape
from the combined gravitational potential or travel on highly
elliptical orbits. This asymmetry results in a separation of
the respective centroids. However, most DM particles and
galaxies will remain bound to the same gravitational po-
tential, which has important implications for the magnitude
and time-dependence of the separation. Our findings agree
with the observation of small but typically non-zero offsets
between the DM halo and the brightest cluster galaxy in
10,000 Sloan Digital Sky Survey clusters (Zitrin et al. 2012).
Our central observation is that the momentum trans-
fer cross-section σT of DM self-interactions is insufficient
to completely characterise the behaviour of the system and
the properties of the separation. This is because the same
σT can arise both from frequent collisions with small mo-
mentum transfer, or from rare interactions with large mo-
mentum transfer. In systems with a strong directionality,
such as two colliding clusters, the angular distribution of
the scattered DM particles plays a particularly important
role. As an additional parameter to characterise DM self-
interactions, we introduce the fraction of expulsive collisions
f , which quantifies the probability for collisions with large
momentum transfer. Only if f is much smaller than unity,
it is possible to have frequent DM self-interactions without
violating observational constraints on the evaporation rate.
If this is the case, DM self-interactions can be described by
an effective drag force. On the other hand, if f is large, DM
self-interactions must be rare and an effective description of
collective effects is impossible, because only some fraction
of the DM particles will be affected at all. This important
distinction has often been neglected in the interpretation
of observational data. In particular, many numerical simu-
lations of self-interacting DM assume rare self-interactions,
while many analytical arguments are based on the assump-
tion of an effective drag force.
Our paper is structured as follows: In § 2, we introduce
our notation and present the general setup of the problem.
In particular, we define the fraction of expulsive collisions
and discuss its relation to the evaporation rate. We provide
a precise definition of the separation between DM haloes
and stars or galaxies and discuss whether such a separation
can arise from gravitational interactions alone. In § 3 we
turn to frequent self-interactions and calculate the resulting
drag force on the DM halo. We then compare these analyti-
cal estimates with the results of our numerical simulations.
We provide additional information and detailed calculations
related to this section in Appendices A and B. The case of
contact interactions is discussed in § 4. Even though an ef-
fective description of such interactions is not possible, we
develop qualitative arguments as well as a simple analytical
model to predict the separation. Again, using an extended
numerical simulation, we confirm our expectations. Further
details are provided in Appendices C and D.
2 GENERAL SETUP
We consider a gravitationally bound system S1 moving in
the gravitational potential of a larger system S2. For exam-
ple, S1 can be a Milky Way satellite with S2 being the Milky
Way or S1 is a galaxy moving in a galaxy cluster S2. We will
be most interested in the case of collisions of clusters and
will use S1 to denote the smaller cluster (called sub-cluster)
and S2 to denote the larger cluster (called main cluster).
For this reason, we will always assume that S1 is composed
of (self-interacting) DM and collisionless galaxies. The case
where S1 is composed of DM and stars (instead of galaxies)
can be treated in complete analogy. The crucial property
of all these cases is that the typical velocities of particles
in S1 (i.e. the velocity dispersion σ1 and escape velocity
vesc,1) are much smaller than the relative velocity between
the two systems v0. We always choose our coordinate sys-
tem to be centred at S2 such that v0 points in z-direction.
Consequently, z measures the distance between S1 and S2.
In the following we focus on the evolution of S1 and S2 after
their closest approach, so z increases with time.
We denote the differential scattering cross-section for
DM self-interactions by dσ/dΩcms in the centre-of-mass
frame and by dσ/dΩ in the laboratory frame (which will be
the rest frame of one of the two particles). Before the colli-
sion, the velocities of the two DM particles are denoted by v
and w (vcms and wcms) in the laboratory frame (centre-of-
mass frame). The corresponding quantities after the collision
are v′ and w′ (v′cms and w
′
cms). Note that wcms = −vcms
and w′cms = −v′cms. We use θ and θcms to denote the scat-
tering angle between incoming and outgoing DM particle
(note that θcms = 2θ). We assume that the two DM par-
ticles are indistinguishable, so the differential cross-section
must be symmetric under the exchange θcms → pi − θcms.1
These kinematic variables are illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the literature, most attention has been paid to the
case where dσ/dΩcms is independent of the scattering angle,
i.e. isotropic scattering. Such an isotropic scattering results
e.g. from the exchange of a heavy particle which can be
1 To avoid complications, we assume here that there is no dis-
tinction between DM particles and antiparticles, or that DM is
asymmetric i.e. antiparticles are absent altogether.
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Figure 1. Collision between two DM particles in the rest frame of one of the particles (left) and in the centre-of-mass frame (right).
integrated out to give an effective point-like interaction.2
However when the mediator of the interaction is lighter than
the momentum exchange in the scattering, the differential
cross-section will almost always have a strong dependence on
θcms. For a massless mediator, the differential cross-section
typically diverges in the limit θcms → 0 and θcms → pi. Such
long-range interactions arise naturally in models of Mirror
DM (Blinnikov & Khlopov 1983; Kolb et al. 1985; Berezhiani
et al. 1996; Foot 2004) or Atomic DM (Kaplan et al. 2010;
Cline et al. 2012; Cyr-Racine & Sigurdson 2013).
2.1 Halo evaporation
Large DM self-interactions can lead to the evaporation of
DM haloes (Gnedin & Ostriker 2001; Markevitch et al.
2004). Here, we distinguish two different mechanisms that
can lead to evaporation. Immediate evaporation (denoted by
subscript “imd”) occurs if in a single collision the momen-
tum transfer is large enough to remove a DM particle from
the halo. We refer to such collisions as expulsive. On the
other hand, cumulative evaporation (denoted by subscript
“cml”) can result from a large number of non-expulsive col-
lisions, if in each of these collisions a DM particle gains a
small amount of energy.
Let us begin by calculating the rate of expulsive colli-
sions.3 For this purpose, it will be most convenient to work
in the frame where S1 is at rest and S2 moves at a velocity
v0. An immediate evaporation occurs if both v
′ and w′ =√
v2 + w2 − v′2 are larger than vesc,1 at the position where
the collision occurs: v′2 > v2esc,1 and v
2 + w2 − v′2 > v2esc,1.
For the moment, we make the simplifying assumption
that the relative velocity between the two systems is large
compared to their individual velocity dispersions, so that
we can approximate v ≈ 0 and w ≈ v0. We then find v′ =
v0 cos θ = v0
√
(1 + cos θcms)/2. Moreover, we neglect the
position dependence of the escape velocity vesc,1. The rate
of immediate evaporation, defined as Rimd = N
−1 dNimd/dt
(where N is the total number of DM particles in S1) is then
given approximately by
Rimd =
ρ2
mDM
v0
∫
dφcms
∫ 1−2 v2esc,1/v20
2 v2esc,1/v
2
0−1
d cos θcms
dσ
dΩcms
,
(1)
where ρ2/mDM is the number density of DM particles in S2
2 Note that the DM particles are non-relativistic (v  1), so
effective point-like interactions will arise as soon as the mediator
mass satisfies mmed  vmDM.
3 We return to the rate of cumulative evaporation in § 3 and
Appendix A.
and dΩcms = dφcms d cos θcms. Integrating Rimd along the
path of S1 we obtain the total fraction of evaporated DM
particles
∆Nimd
N
= 1− exp
(
− Σ2
mDM
∫ 1−2 v2esc,1/v20
2 v2esc,1/v
2
0−1
dΩcms
dσ
dΩcms
)
,
(2)
where Σ2 =
∫
ρ2(z) dz is the integrated density.
The expected number of DM particles lost because of
immediate evaporation can be used to constrain DM self-
interactions (see e.g. Markevitch et al. (2004)). Here, we
will be particularly interested in the fraction of expulsive
collisions, given by:
f =
∫ 1−2 v2esc,1/v20
2 v2esc,1/v
2
0−1
dΩcms (dσ/dΩcms)∫
dΩcms (dσ/dΩcms)
. (3)
For the case of contact interactions, this reduces to (Marke-
vitch et al. 2004):
f = 1− 2 v
2
esc
v20
≡ 1− κ . (4)
With this definition of the fraction of expulsive collisions, f ,
we can write
∆Nimd
N
= 1− exp
[
−Σ2 σ f
mDM
]
, (5)
where σ ≡ ∫ dΩcms dσ/dΩcms is the total scattering cross-
section. We observe that the fraction of evaporated DM par-
ticles is large if either f ≈ 1 and Σ2 σ/mDM ≈ 1, or if f  1
but Σ2 σ/mDM  1. The first case corresponds to the case
of rare self-interactions with high probability of expulsive
collisions, the second corresponds to the case of frequent self-
interactions with low probability of expulsive collisions.
As far as the evaporation rate is concerned, these two
kinds of interactions are largely indistinguishable. However,
as we will see below, when characterising the separation be-
tween DM haloes and galaxies arising from self-interactions
we obtain fundamentally different predictions for rare self-
interactions with f ≈ 1 and frequent self-interactions with
f  1. We will therefore make a clear distinction between
these two cases from now on.
Before beginning our discussion of separation, let
us consider a simple example. For the Bullet Cluster
vesc,1 ≈ 1900 km s−1 and v0 ≈ 4500 km s−1, so κ ≡
2 v2esc/v
2
0 ≈ 0.4. Consequently, expulsive collisions occur
whenever 50◦<∼ θcms <∼ 130◦4 which for isotropic scattering
4 For a larger value of θ the incoming particles loses so much
momentum that it becomes bound to S1, so the roles of the two
particles will be exchanged.
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c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000Figure 2. The expected separation between DM halo and galax-
ies as a function of the distance between sub-cluster and main
cluster for different definitions of the two respective populations.
The green dot-dashed line indicates the separation that results
when all particles initially bound to the sub-cluster are included
in the centroid calculation. For the blue dotted (purple dashed)
lines only the inner 80% (68%) of the two distributions are in-
cluded. For the solid magenta line, we additionally exclude those
regions where the surface density of the main cluster dominates.
Note the important differences between the case of frequent self-
interactions (top panel) and rare self-interactions (bottom panel).
System A is representative of Abell 520.
gives a fraction of expulsive collisions of f ≈ 0.6. This large
value implies that in order for isotropic DM scattering to
not immediately destroy the sub-cluster, it must be rare,
i.e. the majority of DM particles must not have scattered
even once as the sub-cluster passed through the main clus-
ter. If, on the other hand, we want to consider frequent DM
self-interactions, meaning the average DM particle scatters
many times during the cluster collision, we must require
that expulsive collisions be rare, i.e. f  1. In other words,
we must then require that the differential cross-section be
strongly peaked at cos θcms = ±1 in order to have a suffi-
ciently small rate for immediate evaporation.
2.2 Separation between haloes and galaxies
By the separation between a DM halo and the correspond-
ing galaxies we mean the difference between the centroids of
the two populations, denoted by ∆z. While this definition
seems straight-forward, it turns out that our conclusions de-
pend sensitively on just which particles are considered to be
part of the respective populations when calculating the cen-
troid positions. We illustrate this problem in Fig. 2, where
we show how the separation evolves as a function of the
distance between two clusters after they collide for both fre-
quent (top) and rare (bottom) self-interactions. We use a
data set generated by our numerical simulation (to be dis-
cussed in detail in § 3, § 4 and Appendix C).
A simple-minded approach would be to just calculate
the centroid of the DM halo including all DM particles which
were initially (i.e. at infinite negative distance) bound to the
sub-cluster. The resulting value would however be strongly
biased by particles that have escaped from the DM halo dur-
ing the collision and are now far away from the peak of the
distribution. As a consequence, the separation between the
DM halo and galaxies would grow very large as the system
evolves in time (green dot-dashed lines in Fig. 2).
For a more refined treatment one should not include
particles far away from the peak of the distribution in the
calculation of the centroid, since such particles are no longer
associated with the DM halo. An easy way to implement this
requirement in our simulations would be to select only par-
ticles close to the sub-cluster, e.g. within its tidal radius or
scale radius. This approach, however, would not correspond
to an observable quantity, because gravitational (weak) lens-
ing is sensitive only to the projected surface density of DM
particles. To obtain a realistic estimate of the observable po-
sition of the DM halo, which is insensitive to DM particles
at large distance, we want to include only regions with a
sufficiently large projected density. The blue dotted (purple
dashed) lines in Fig. 2 indicate the centroid of all DM par-
ticles within the iso-density contour containing 80% (68%)
of the total mass of the original DM halo. It is clear that a
more restrictive choice leads to a smaller separation between
the DM halo and galaxies.
We have still neglected an important complication: DM
particles that escape from the sub-cluster will typically still
be bound to the main cluster and will fall towards its centre.
As a result, there will be a relatively high surface density of
DM particles originating from the sub-cluster in this region.
Nevertheless, we do not want to include these particles in
the calculation of the centroid, because they would be as-
sociated observationally with the main cluster rather than
with the sub-cluster. More generally, we only want to include
those regions in the centroid calculation where the surface
density of DM particles originating from the sub-cluster is
larger than the background surface density (i.e. the surface
density of the main cluster). The solid magenta line in Fig. 2
indicates the resulting separation if we reject regions with
large background surface density and then select the central
68% of the remaining DM particles.
We observe that this definition leads to a much smaller
separation which does not grow with the distance between
the two clusters. Moreover, we see that the background sub-
traction has a much larger effect for rare than for frequent
self-interactions – a first indication of the differences be-
tween the two cases. We will discuss the origin and impli-
cations of this difference in § 3 and § 4. All plots from now
onwards will show the separation based on the central 68%
of the remaining mass after background rejection.
We use the same definition for the position of the galax-
ies as for the position of the DM halo. We do not consider
observational effects which can lead to an apparent separa-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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tion between DM halo and galaxies even when there are no
self-interactions, e.g. due to systematic biases in the weak
lensing reconstruction (Dawson 2013). Such considerations
may well be important but are beyond the scope of this
work.
Before we discuss self-interactions in detail, let us dis-
cuss whether a separation between a DM halo and galax-
ies can arise from gravitational interactions alone. Na¨ıvely,
it would seem that DM particles passing through the halo
are more likely to pass on their energy to similar mass DM
particles, rather than to stars, which are much more mas-
sive. However, the cross-section for gravitational interactions
with large momentum transfer is extremely small. The typ-
ical change of energy due to gravitational interactions of a
DM particle as it crosses a system is approximately (Binney
& Tremaine 2008)
∆v2
v2
≈ 8 logN
N
, (6)
where N is the number of DM particles in the system under
consideration, typically  1060. In other words, the relax-
ation time for DM particles is so large that we can com-
pletely neglect gravitational interactions between individ-
ual DM particles and treat the gravitational potential as
smooth.
A smooth gravitational potential should affect DM and
galaxies in the same way and not lead to a separation be-
tween the two, provided the initial distribution of DM and
galaxies are the same. In many systems, however, the DM
halo has a larger spatial extent and might therefore be more
susceptible to a change in the external gravitational poten-
tial. Moreover, DM particles in the outer parts of the DM
halo are more loosely bound and therefore more likely to be
tidally stripped. As long as the distance between S1 and S2
is large compared to their respective size, tidal forces lead to
symmetric streamers, which do not shift the centroid of the
DM distribution. In a cluster collision, on the other hand,
tidal forces and dynamical friction may lead to an asymmet-
ric tail of DM particles and therefore potentially a non-zero
separation between the DM halo and galaxies even in the
absence of DM self-interactions.5
In the present work, we will focus on understanding
the separation between DM haloes and galaxies induced by
DM self-interactions. To isolate this effect, we consider the
case where galaxies and DM particles have a comparable
distribution and no separation is expected in the absence of
DM self-interactions. Once a separation is confirmed obser-
vationally, additional work will be required to understand
whether it can be explained in terms of gravitational inter-
actions alone.
3 FREQUENT INTERACTIONS
If we want each DM particle to have a large number of col-
lisions, observations require that the vast majority of these
collisions must have very small momentum transfer. Such
5 We thank Liliya Williams for raising this point.
a large number of collisions can then lead to two observ-
able effects: cumulative evaporation of DM haloes and de-
celeration of DM haloes. The latter effect is of particular
interest in the context of a separation between DM halo
and galaxies. Defining the rate of cumulative evaporation as
Rcml ≡ E˙/E ≈ v−20 d(v2)/dt and the deceleration rate as
Rdec ≡ v−10 dv‖/dt, we find (see Appendix A)
Rcml ≈ Rdec = ρ2 v0 σT
2mDM
, (7)
where
σT = 4pi
∫ 1
0
d cos θcms (1− cos θcms) dσ
dΩcms
, (8)
is the momentum transfer cross-section. Note that we have
restricted the range of integration for cos θcms to [0, 1] and in-
cluded an additional factor of 2 to account for the fact that
the two DM particles are indistinguishable, which has of-
ten been neglected in the treatment of DM self-interactions
(see Appendix A for a more detailed discussion). We em-
phasise that these equations are only valid for frequent self-
interactions, i.e. when averaged over a large number of col-
lisions.
We can see from these equations that cumulative evap-
oration and deceleration are directly linked – it is impossible
to have deceleration without some cumulative evaporation.
Moreover, in some cases the requirement that expulsive col-
lisions are rare (f  1) is insufficient to ensure that im-
mediate evaporation will be small compared to cumulative
evaporation. In any given model, we therefore need to make
sure that Rimd is comparable to (or smaller than) Rcml. In
Appendix B, we consider two particular examples of fre-
quent self-interactions, namely long-range interactions and
velocity-independent interactions, and confirm in both cases
that the fraction of expulsive collisions f as well as the rate
of immediate evaporation is sufficiently small. In each case,
we find that frequent DM self-interactions lead to a drag
force of the form
Fdrag
mDM
=
σ˜
4mDM
ρ v2m0 , (9)
where σ˜ = 2σT in analogy to isotropic scattering (see Ap-
pendix B). The case m = −1 corresponds to long-range
interactions, while the case m = 1 results from velocity-
independent interactions and resembles the drag force that
results from ram pressure.
The magnitude of the effective drag force is constrained
by observational bounds (e.g. on the evaporation rate). The
crucial question now is whether observationally allowed drag
forces are large enough to lead to a separation between DM
haloes and galaxies. Clearly the case of long-range interac-
tions (velocity-independent interactions) is most constrained
by systems with small (large) velocities due to the velocity
dependence of the evaporation rate. In Appendix B we study
constraints resulting from dwarf spheroidal galaxies (in the
case of long-range interactions) and the Bullet Cluster (in
the case of a velocity-independent interaction). We find
σ˜
mDM
<∼ 10
−11 cm2 g−1 (m = −1) ,
σ˜
mDM
<∼ 1.2 cm
2 g−1 (m = 1) . (10)
The bound on long-range interactions can be significantly
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Summary of the parameters used in the numerical sim-
ulations. All clusters are modelled using Hernquist profiles. See
Appendix C for details. System A is representative of Abell 520,
System B of the Bullet Cluster and System C of the Musket Ball
Cluster.
System A System B System C
Sub-cluster
M
[
1014 M
]
1.5 3.0 1.5
b [ kpc ] 200 100 300
Central cluster
M
[
1014 M
]
3.5 25 3.0
b [ kpc ] 400 1000 400
vdis
[
km s−1
]
1000 1200 800
Collision
vcol
[
km s−1
]
2400 4500 2000
relaxed if the mediator of the interaction has a small but
non-zero mass so that DM self-interactions become velocity-
independent in systems with low velocity such as dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (Buckley & Fox 2010; Loeb & Weiner
2011; Tulin et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the resulting bounds
are still strong enough to ensure that velocity-dependent
self-interactions cannot have any observable effect on clus-
ter collisions, which have typical velocities of 1000 km s−1
or more. In the following we will therefore consider only
velocity-independent interactions in the context of galaxy
clusters.
Let us first discuss qualitatively under which conditions
a separation between DM halo and stars/galaxies can arise
and then confirm our expectations with explicit numerical
simulations.
3.1 Analytical arguments
A drag force due to DM self-interactions will primarily affect
all the DM particles in the halo but not the galaxies. Con-
sequently, in the (decelerating) frame of the DM halo, the
galaxies will experience a fictitious (accelerating) force. If we
treat this acceleration as approximately constant, it can be
modelled as arising from a linear potential. Combining this
with the gravitational potential of the DM halo, we obtain
an effective potential that describes the motion of galaxies
in the frame of the halo:
Φeff(x) = Φg(x) +
σ˜
4mDM
ρ v2m−10 x · v0 (11)
Clearly, because of the tilt of the potential, not all galaxies
will be bound. Those that remain bound will also remain
close to the position of the DM halo but those that are no
longer bound will end up travelling ahead of the halo, thus
leading to an apparent separation. In the presence of a drag
force, the DM halo will therefore retain its shape, while some
fraction of the galaxies will travel ahead of the halo.
Let us estimate the potential magnitude of the effects
of a drag force in cluster collisions. For simplicity we assume
that a galaxy will leave the sub-cluster if the deceleration of
the halo exceeds the gravitational acceleration of the galaxy.
For the sub-cluster in the Bullet Cluster we adopt the pa-
rameterisation given in Table 1, leading to
agrav(r) = −4.2× 10−9 m s−2
(
1 +
r
100 kpc
)−2
. (12)
On the other hand, the observational bounds in Eq. (10)
require adrag <∼ 10−9 m s−2. Saturating this bound, we find
that agrav < adrag for all galaxies at a distance r > rs from
the centre of the Bullet, corresponding to 75% of the total
number.6 We conclude that a drag force can have potentially
large effects in colliding galaxy clusters. For more quantita-
tive estimates, we will rely on a numerical simulation, which
we introduce next.
3.2 Numerical simulation
As discussed above, a separation between a DM halo and
the galaxies initially bound to it can arise if the halo expe-
riences a drag force comparable to the gravitational acceler-
ation of particles within the system. To obtain a quantita-
tive estimate of this effect, we perform a numerical simula-
tion. Rather than use a computationally expensive N -body
simulation where the gravitational forces at every point in
time and space are calculated from the simulated particles,
we simply trace the motion of a set of test particles in a
(time-dependent) gravitational potential. In particular we
consider three different systems: System A is representative
of Abell 520 (Mahdavi et al. 2007; Jee et al. 2012), System
B of the Bullet Cluster (Markevitch et al. 2004; Clowe et al.
2006) and System C of the Musket Ball Cluster (Dawson
et al. 2012; Dawson 2012). For details of how we model these
clusters see Table 1 and Appendix C. A discussion of other
interesting systems is included at the end of this section.
Details of our simulation are given in Appendix C. We
run the simulation with N = 2 × 105 particles for five dif-
ferent choices of σ˜/mDM ranging between 0 and 1.6 cm
2 g−1
and show the results in Fig. 3. In agreement with our ex-
pectations, we observe that the DM halo retains its shape
throughout the simulation (apart from a small fraction of
DM particles, which are stripped from the DM halo by tidal
forces). The distribution of galaxies, on the other hand, be-
comes asymmetric and develops a tail in the forward direc-
tion due to the asymmetry in the effective potential as well
as galaxies escaping from the halo.
In order to obtain a quantitative estimate of the sep-
aration between DM halo and galaxies, we calculate the
centroids of the two respective distributions as described in
§ 2.2. We present our results in Fig. 4. As expected, we find
for all systems that the separation between DM halo and
galaxies increases with increasing drag force (see bottom-
right panel of Fig. 4). Furthermore, we observe that the sep-
aration grows initially as the sub-cluster moves away from
the main cluster. This agrees with our expectations as the
unbound galaxies move ahead of the DM halo with a slightly
larger velocity and the bound galaxies require some time to
reach their maximum displacement. With decreasing drag
force at larger distances, however, the separation also de-
creases. The reason is that the galaxies that escaped from
the halo are no longer considered part of the system and are
6 As discussed in § 2.2 we assume that DM particles and galaxies
have the same phase space distribution.
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Figure 3. One-dimensional distribution of DM particles (blue)
and galaxies (orange) along the line of motion of the DM sub-
cluster for System A (representative of Abell 520) and Sys-
tem B (representative of the Bullet Cluster) for frequent self-
interactions. The relative normalisation of the two distributions
has been chosen in such a way as to facilitate comparison. One
can clearly distinguish the tail of galaxies which are moving ahead
of the DM halo.
therefore eventually excluded from the calculation of the
centroids, while the galaxies that remained bound return to
their original position.
An important observation is that the maximum separa-
tion in System B is smaller than in Systems A and C and also
decreases more quickly after the collision, even though the
main cluster is more massive and more extended in System
B. However, the larger background density also implies that
the rejection of galaxies at large distances is more stringent
for System B than for Systems A and C. Consequently, the
position of the centroid is dominated by galaxies which re-
main bound to the DM halo throughout the collision. Since
the sub-cluster in System B is very tightly bound, these
galaxies will return to their original position very quickly,
once the sub-cluster moves away from the region of highest
density. In other words, the larger drag force is balanced by
a stronger gravitational pull.
Even if we saturate the bounds on the drag force from
Eq. (10), the predicted separations in all the systems un-
der consideration are smaller than 25 kpc. In particular, the
separation in the Bullet Cluster is expected to be below
the current observational bound ∆z <∼ 50 kpc (Randall et al.
2008). Nevertheless, our estimates demonstrate that collid-
ing clusters are potentially sensitive probes of frequent self-
interactions and that systems like Abell 520 and the Musket
Ball Cluster are interesting to study in spite of the smaller
surface densities compared to the Bullet Cluster.
Finally, we would like to emphasise that the results dis-
cussed above are somewhat optimistic, because we have as-
sumed the same phase space distribution for DM and galax-
ies. In a more realistic description galaxies will typically have
lost some kinetic energy due to dissipation and will there-
fore sit deeper in the gravitational potential than DM parti-
cles, thus are less likely to escape from the DM halo. Taking
this effect into account, the separation between DM haloes
and galaxies is expected to be somewhat smaller than pre-
dicted by our numerical simulations. Nevertheless they may
be large enough to be detectable.
3.3 Other systems of interest
To conclude the discussion of frequent self-interactions, we
consider other systems where effective drag forces may be
of interest. As we have discussed above, it is crucial that
at some point in the evolution of the system the drag force
on the DM halo was comparable to the typical gravitational
acceleration, i.e. that the DM halo has passed through a
region of large DM density. The magnitude of the expected
separation is therefore not necessarily proportional to the
integrated DM density probed by the DM halo and it is not
sufficient to have a highly evolved system in order to get a
large separation.
Williams & Saha (2011) observed a DM halo inside
a galaxy cluster, which seems to be entirely separated (by
several kpc) from the nearest population of stars (see also
Mohammed et al. (in preparation)). This has been inter-
preted as evidence for an effective drag force affecting the
DM halo. Given our analytical arguments and numerical
results from above, this interpretation seems very unlikely.
If the DM halo moves on circular orbits, it will never have
probed a DM density high enough to be strongly affected by
self-interactions and the gravitational interactions can com-
pensate the drag force at least for the more tightly bound
stars. The same reasoning applies if the DM halo is falling
towards the centre, but has not yet passed through a region
of high DM density. If it has actually passed through the
central region of the galaxy cluster, on the other hand, DM
self-interactions have to be small in order for the DM halo
not to be destroyed, so that again no complete separation
between DM halo and stars is expected.
We note, however, that sub-clusters falling into a main
cluster may exhibit a partial separation between DM and
stars in the presence of a large drag force on the DM halo
even if they get destroyed once they reach the central region.
It is therefore a very promising route for constraining or
measuring frequent self-interactions to analyse galaxy clus-
ters and statistically determine the separation between DM
and stars in infalling sub-clusters (Massey et al. 2011; Har-
vey et al. 2013; Harvey 2013).
Finally, we return to the case of long-range interactions,
which can be best probed by low velocity systems such as
dwarf spheroidal galaxies. We make a crude estimate for
a dwarf spheroidal galaxy by assuming an Navarro-Frenk-
White profile (NFW profile) with rs = 0.1 kpc and ρ0 =
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Figure 4. Observed separation resulting from frequent DM self-interactions for various DM self-interaction cross-sections as a function
of the cluster distance for System A (representative of Abell 520), System B (representative of the Bullet Cluster) and System C
(representative of the Musket Ball Cluster). The bottom-right panel also shows for System C the separation as a function of the cross-
section for various distances. Note that a self-interaction cross-section of σ˜/mDM = 1.6 cm
2 g−1 implies an evaporation of up to 40% of
the total sub-cluster mass in the Bullet Cluster, in slight tension with observations.
4× 107 M kpc−3. For r ∼ rs the gravitational acceleration
is then given by agrav(r) ∼ 10−12 m s−2, which is comparable
to the observational bound on the drag force in Eq. (10).
For stars with r > rs the drag force can be significantly
larger than the gravitational pull on the stars and therefore
potentially enables these stars to escape from the DM halo.
Consequently, long-range interactions can have potentially
large effects on dwarf spheroidals. We leave a detailed study
of these effects to future work and concentrate on cluster
collisions in the remainder of this paper.
4 RARE SELF-INTERACTIONS
Let us now turn to the case where DM self-interactions are
rare but typically have large momentum transfer. We will
focus on the case of isotropic scattering. In this case, the
fraction of expulsive collisions is large (f = 60% for the
Bullet Cluster), meaning that the cross-section is strongly
constrained by bounds on the evaporation rate of a given
system. For example, if we require that the sub-cluster in
the Bullet Cluster loses no more than 30% of its mass during
the collision with the main cluster (Markevitch et al. 2004),
we obtain the constraint
Σ2 f σ
mDM
<∼ 0.3 . (13)
Taking Σ2 = 0.3 g cm
−2 (Markevitch et al. 2004), we find
σ
mDM
<∼ 1.7 cm
2 g−1 . (14)
By construction, such a value of the cross-section implies
that a significant fraction of the DM particles in the sub-
cluster will pass through the main cluster without a sin-
gle collision. More generally, for a DM particle travelling
through a DM halo of density 0.1 GeV cm−3 such a cross-
section corresponds to a mean free path of around 1 Mpc.
In a typical DM halo, a DM particle will therefore complete
many orbits without scattering.
The crucial question now is how DM particles that do
not directly experience any collisions will be affected by the
scattering of DM particles in their vicinity. For a system
moving through a background DM density at a high veloc-
ity, DM particles will typically scatter in the direction op-
posite to the direction of motion, and a large fraction of the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional distribution (i.e. surface density) of
DM after the sub-cluster has passed through the main cluster for
System A (representative of Abell 520) and System B (represen-
tative of the Bullet Cluster) for the case of contact interactions.
The black solid contours indicate lines of constant surface density,
starting at 108 M kpc−2 at the outermost contour and increas-
ing by a factor of 2 with each contour towards the centre. For
example, the dark purple region (outermost for both systems)
has a surface density of Σ = (1–2) × 108 M kpc−2, the light
yellow region (innermost for System B) has a surface density of
Σ > 6.4×109 M kpc−2. The green dashed contour indicates the
iso-density contour containing 68% of the total halo mass, which
is used for the calculation of the centroid (see § 2.2).
scattered particles will no longer be bound to the DM halo.
As they leave the system, they will slow down in the gravi-
tational potential of the DM halo thus transferring some of
their momentum to the surroundings. In other words, the
tail of scattered DM particles will exert a gravitational pull
on the DM halo, which will slow down the entire system.
One might be tempted to conclude that rare self-
interactions therefore lead to a drag on the DM halo similar
to the one we found for the case of frequent self-interactions.
However, the origin of this drag are gravitational interac-
tions alone. Consequently, this drag force will necessarily
affect the DM halo and the galaxies and stars within it in
exactly the same way.7 Our central observation is therefore
that a DM particle that does not directly experience any
collisions will behave exactly like a collisionless galaxy.
A possible exception would be if a DM particle, after
having scattered, scatters again as it leaves the DM halo.
If such secondary scatterings were to occur frequently, DM
particles would transfer their momentum preferentially to
the DM halo rather than to stars and galaxies. However,
observational constraints on evaporation rates and, in fact,
halo shapes imply that the probability for a DM particle
to scatter within one orbit has to be very small. In other
words, most particles that scatter from DM particles in the
main cluster will typically not scatter again as they leave
the sub-cluster.
We conclude that rare DM self-interactions do not lead
to an effective drag force that can separate DM halo and
galaxies. DM particles which have not undergone any col-
lisions will always remain coincident with the equally colli-
sionless galaxies. However, those particles which have had
collisions will preferentially travel towards the back of the
halo. Ultimately, these particles will end up far away from
their original system, but shortly after the collision they still
appear to be a part of the DM halo. Consequently, as they
leave the system, these particles will shift the centroid of
mass of the DM halo in the direction opposite to the di-
rection of motion thus leading to an apparent separation
between DM and galaxies shortly after the collision.
A similar argument applies to particles that have scat-
tered but remain bound to the DM halo. These particles will
typically have elliptical orbits. Since the relaxation time for
DM particles is very large, we expect them to retain these
orbits for a long time. For a short time after the collision
(i.e. before they complete half an orbit) these particles will
therefore preferentially be found towards the back of the sys-
tem. Again, particles that have scattered very recently can
induce an apparent separation between DM and galaxies.
We have identified a key difference between rare and
frequent DM self-interactions. For rare self-interactions, a
separation between DM halo and galaxies is caused by DM
particles leaving the gravitational potential in the direction
opposite to the direction of motion. This is in contrast to
the case of frequent self-interactions, where the separation
arises from galaxies moving ahead and leaving the gravita-
tional potential in the direction of motion. Consequently, the
two scenarios are distinguishable if the shape of the stellar
distribution can be measured with sufficient accuracy (and
the initial distribution is known).
To check our expectations, we have extended the nu-
merical simulation introduced above to include contact in-
teractions between individual DM particles. The details of
our code are presented in Appendix C. Fig. 5 shows the re-
sulting shapes of the DM haloes after the cluster collision
7 As discussed in § 2.2 scattering between individual DM particles
with large momentum transfer via gravitational interactions is
completely negligible.
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Figure 6. One-dimensional distribution of simulated DM parti-
cles and galaxies along the direction of motion of the sub-cluster
for the case of contact interactions. The top panel shows three
different populations of DM particles: Particles which have scat-
tered over the course of the simulation depending on whether they
are still bound (red) or not bound (green) to the sub-cluster and
particles which have not scattered during the simulation (blue).
The bottom panel shows the sum of these contributions (blue)
compared to the distribution of galaxies (orange). The relative
normalisation of these two distributions has been chosen in such
a way as to facilitate comparison. Note that System A is repre-
sentative of Abell 520.
for two different systems. As expected, most DM particles
are still bound to the sub-cluster even long after the colli-
sion, but the asymmetry of the iso-density contours resulting
from the tail of scattered DM particles can be clearly seen.
Of the DM particles which have scattered, some will re-
main bound to the sub-cluster, while others will escape from
the system. Since our simulation is based on a smooth grav-
itational potential, it is easy to determine whether a DM
particle is bound to the sub-cluster or not. We can there-
fore plot these two populations separately, as shown in the
top panel of Fig. 6. As expected, particles which have re-
ceived such a large momentum transfer that they are no
longer bound to the sub-cluster are found furthest from the
sub-cluster. On the other hand, those particles which have
scattered but remained bound are only slightly shifted rela-
tive to the particles which have not scattered.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 6 we compare the total
distribution of DM particles with the total distribution of
galaxies. It is obvious from this plot that the peaks of the two
distributions are perfectly coincident – in agreement with
our expectation. However, it is also clear that the tails of the
distributions differ for the two populations, leading to a sep-
aration of their centroids. We can calculate this separation
in the same way as for the case of frequent self-interactions.
Our results are shown in Fig. 7 for Systems A, B (top
row) and C (bottom row) as introduced in Appendix C (see
also Table 1). We find separations between the centroid of
the DM halo and the centroid of the galaxies which can be
large shortly after the collision, but then decrease with time.
The typical magnitudes which we observe (10–30 kpc) are
comparable to separations found for similar cross-sections
by Randall et al. (2008).8 We also confirm the observation
that the separation is approximately proportional to σ/mDM
(see bottom-right panel of Fig. 7).
An important feature, which can be inferred from Fig. 7,
is that in different systems the separation evolves differently
with time (or distance between the two clusters). Systems
A and C show a similar behaviour: The separation grows
quickly after the collision of the two clusters, peaks at a dis-
tance of a few hundred kpc and then decreases very slowly
as the clusters move further apart. In System B, on the other
hand, the separation decreases much more quickly. The rea-
son for this difference is the large asymmetry between main
cluster and sub-cluster in System B. The background density
of DM particles from the main cluster is so large, that DM
particles leaving the sub-cluster will very quickly become in-
distinguishable from the main cluster. Consequently, parti-
cles which escape from the sub-cluster can only contribute to
the separation for a very short time. At later times, the sep-
aration arises only from particles that have remained bound
to the sub-cluster during the collision. Since the sub-cluster
in System B is very tightly bound, these particles will quickly
reach their maximum distance and begin to fall back towards
to centre of the sub-cluster. As a consequence, the separation
decreases and can even become negative at very late times
if the scattered particles overtake the collisionless matter.
In Appendix D we introduce a simple analytical model
of rare self-interactions based on tracing the orbits of indi-
vidual DM particles after a collision. The separation pre-
dicted by this model for System B is shown in Fig. 8 (solid
red line). We find good agreement with the separation ob-
tained by our numerical simulation (purple dots). As in the
numerical simulation, we can make explicit the contribution
arising from particles with v > vesc, which escape from the
sub-cluster and particles with v < vesc, which remain bound
to the sub-cluster after scattering and travel on elliptical or-
bits (cf. Fig. 6). The two separate contributions are shown
in Fig. 8 as green (dashed) and blue (dotted) lines, respec-
tively. It is clearly seen that at small distances between the
two clusters, the separation is dominated by particles with
v > vesc, while the dominant contribution at large distances
results from particles with v < vesc.
8 Note that our definition of the separation – in particular the
background rejection – is very conservative and larger separations
are expected for more optimistic choices (cf. Fig. 2). An accurate
comparison with the values from Randall et al. (2008) would re-
quire knowledge of exactly how the authors reconstruct the DM
halo and subtract backgrounds.
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Figure 7. Observed separation resulting from rare DM self-interactions for various DM self-interaction cross-sections as a function of the
cluster distance for System A (representative of Abell 520), System B (representative of the Bullet Cluster) and System C (representative
of the Musket Ball Cluster). The bottom-right panel also shows for System C the separation as a function of the cross-section for various
distances.
Modelling Systems A and C is more complicated, be-
cause the background densities are smaller and therefore
the tails of the distributions are more important. Moreover,
we cannot neglect the velocity dispersion of the sub-cluster
compared to the collision velocity v0. As a result, we obtain
an additional contribution to the separation from particles
that only receive a small momentum transfer but still have
sufficient energy to escape from the sub-cluster. In projec-
tion, these particles will lead to a separation that slowly
grows in time and give the dominant contribution at very
large distances, contributing to the differences between Sys-
tems A, B and C observed in Fig. 7.
In Appendix D, we also make an estimate of the typical
time and distance scales for the separation. We find that
the largest separation is expected for t ∼ tesc, which is the
time it takes for particles with v ∼ vesc to leave the sub-
cluster. In terms of the mass M and the size b of the sub-
cluster, we find tesc ∼ 2
√
b3/(GN M). Particles that remain
bound in a collision will typically take a time torb ∼ 3 tesc
to complete half an orbit. For t > torb, these particles will
give a negligible or even negative contribution to the total
separation.
Using our simple analytical model, we expect that the
maximum separation is approximately given by
∆zmax =
f Σ2 σ b
mDM
. (15)
For all three systems in our simulations we find approxi-
mately f ≈ 0.6. The averaged surface density Σ2 in System
B is larger than the one in System A (C) by a factor of
about 3 (6). On the other hand, the size of the sub-cluster b
is smaller by a factor of 2 (3). Consequently, we expect the
maximum separation to be larger by a factor of 1.5 (2) – in
good agreement with our numerical simulations.
An important implication is that the separation in Sys-
tem B is not significantly larger than the separation in Sys-
tems A and C, even though the surface density of the main
cluster is much larger in System B. The reason is that Sys-
tem B (i.e. the Bullet Cluster) is much smaller and much
more tightly bound than the sub-clusters in Systems A and
C, and therefore DM particles that have scattered either
leave the system very quickly, or remain on orbits relatively
close to the centre of the sub-cluster. We conclude that the
properties and dynamics of the sub-cluster have an impor-
tant influence on the magnitude and time-evolution of the
expected separation.
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Figure 8. Observed separation in System B as a function of
the distance between main cluster and sub-cluster for rare DM
self-interactions with σ/mDM = 1.2 cm
2 g−1 according to our
analytical model (solid red line) and our numerical simulation
(purple dots). The dashed green (dotted blue) line indicates the
contribution to the total separation from particles with v > vesc
(v < vesc).
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effects of DM self-interactions in col-
lisions of galaxy clusters with particular focus on the re-
sulting separation between the DM halo of the sub-cluster
and the collisionless galaxies. In our analysis we have made
the distinction between frequent collisions with small mo-
mentum transfer and rare collisions with large momentum
transfer. Only when the fraction of expulsive collisions f is
much smaller than unity, is it possible to have frequent DM
self-interactions without violating observational constraints
on the evaporation rate. When this is the case, DM self-
interactions can be described by an effective drag force. How-
ever when f is large, DM self-interactions must be rare and
an effective description of collective effects is not possible
since only some fraction of the DM particles are affected
at all. Overall we find significant differences between these
two classes of DM self-interactions concerning both qualita-
tive and quantitative predictions. It is therefore important
to make a clear distinction between them.
For all types of self-interaction that we have consid-
ered, the peak of the DM distribution remains coincident
with the peak of the distribution of galaxies, after conser-
vative bounds on the DM self-interaction cross-section have
been imposed. In other words, the effect of self-interactions
is never large enough to completely separate DM halo and
galaxies and both will remain bound to the same gravita-
tional potential. Nevertheless, in the presence of DM self-
interactions, the flanks and tails of the two distributions
will be deformed in different ways, leading to a separation
of the centroids of the two distributions.
The nature of this deformation depends sensitively on
the nature of the DM self-interactions. If self-interactions
are rare but involve large momentum transfer, only a small
fraction of DM particles will scatter, but those that do will
either leave the system in the direction opposite to the di-
rection of motion, or travel on highly elliptical orbits. As a
result, the DM distribution develops a tail in the backward
direction, while the distribution of galaxies remains unaf-
fected. If, on the other hand, self-interactions are frequent
and have typically small momentum transfer (i.e. a strongly
forward-peaked differential cross-section), all DM particles
will have a large number of collisions. The resulting deceler-
ation of the entire system will cause loosely bound galaxies
to escape from the system and travel ahead. Consequently,
the distribution of galaxies will develop a tail in the forward
direction, while the distribution of DM retains its shape.
This difference is in principle detectable with advances
in observational astronomy and may be a promising route to
distinguish a drag force due to frequent DM self-interactions
from rare scattering due to contact interactions. Although
assumptions must be made as to what the shape of the
distribution was before the collision in order to determine
the distortion, this approach is potentially a direct way to
observationally probe a key property of DM, which would
strongly discriminate between the many proposed particle
candidates.
To check our expectations based on analytical argu-
ments, we have developed a numerical simulation capable
of studying cluster collisions in the presence of either rare
or frequent DM self-interactions. The simulation traces the
motion of test particles in a smooth gravitational potential
and calculates the effects of self-interactions based on the
surrounding DM density. This approach is very fast and
quite adequate to provide a qualitative understanding of
the impact of self-interactions and confirm our expectations,
even though it does not fully capture all gravitational ef-
fects. A detailed N -body simulation will be needed to study
these effects in detail as well as include additional effects of
DM self-interactions such as the formation of constant den-
sity cores in galaxy clusters. However, to our knowledge no
consistent implementation of frequent self-interactions into
N -body simulations has been achieved so far and doing so
would require significant further work.
We emphasize that the separation between DM halo
and galaxies does not always grow in time, but typically
peaks a short time after the collision. The reason is that
the tails of the two distributions will not be observable once
their (projected) density becomes comparable to the back-
ground density. Therefore, the observed separation will only
increase as long as the escaping particles are sufficiently close
to the peak of the distribution and have a sufficiently high
density and then decrease again as the tail stretches out and
its density decreases below the observable value. The time
between the collision and the peak of the separation is typ-
ically comparable to the dynamical time of the sub-system.
We conclude that, in contrast to the conventional expecta-
tion, the separation is harder to observe in more evolved
systems.
Using a simple analytical model of rare self-interactions,
we find that in general smaller and more tightly bound sys-
tems will exhibit less separation than larger and more loosely
bound systems. Moreover, in more tightly bound systems,
the typical time-scales (in particular the dynamical time) are
shorter, meaning that it will take a shorter time to “undo
the damage” caused by DM self-interactions.
We therefore conclude that despite of their smaller sur-
face densities, A520 and the Musket Ball Cluster should be
as suitable as the Bullet Cluster in constraining or measur-
ing rare DM self-interactions using the separation between
DM and galaxies and they may even be more suitable than
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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the Bullet Cluster for probing effective drag forces. How-
ever, for a scattering cross-section of σ = 1–2 cm2 g−1, we
find typical separations (between the centroids of the areas
containing 68% of the total DM and galaxy mass) to be
20–40 kpc, which is below the current level of sensitivity.
Nevertheless, as astronomers discover more and more such
mergers and map their gravitational potentials using weak
lensing, such small separations may become measurable.
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APPENDIX A: EVAPORATION AND
DECELERATION RATES FOR FREQUENT
SELF-INTERACTIONS
In this appendix we calculate the evaporation and deceler-
ation rate arising from frequent DM self-interactions for a
DM halo S1 moving through a larger system S2. For the pur-
pose of this appendix it will be convenient to assume that
S2 is at rest and the DM particles in S1 move at a uniform
velocity v = v0. For a single collision, we define δv = |v′−v|
and δv‖ = (v
′ − v) · v0/v0. In terms of the scattering angle
θ we find
δv = v0 sin θ = v0 sin (θcms/2) (A1)
δv‖ = v0 sin
2 θ = v0 sin
2 (θcms/2) . (A2)
As expected, we find for small scattering angles δv  δv‖,
implying that the change of velocity is largest in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the initial velocity v0. However, over
the course of many collisions these perpendicular changes
will average to zero. What remains non-zero over a large
number of collisions is the average of δv2 and the average
of δv‖. The first term corresponds to an increase of energy
of the DM particles, leading to cumulative evaporation, the
second term corresponds to a deceleration of the halo.
In a time dt we have
dC =
ρ2
mDM
dσ
dΩ
v0 dt dΩ (A3)
collisions and therefore:
d(v2) = 2pi
ρ2 v
3
0 dt
mDM
∫
dσ
dΩcms
sin2
θcms
2
sin θcms dθcms
(A4)
dv‖ = 2pi
ρ2 v
2
0 dt
mDM
∫
dσ
dΩcms
sin2
θcms
2
sin θcms dθcms .
(A5)
Note that, by assumption, the contribution of expulsive col-
lisions is negligible, so we do not have to exclude them ex-
plicitly from the range of integration. Also, we observe that
the two expressions are completely identical apart from a
factor v0. Defining the rate of cumulative evaporation as
Rcml ≡ E˙/E ≈ v−20 d(v2)/dt and the deceleration rate as
Rdec ≡ v−10 dv‖/dt, we therefore find
Rcml ≈ Rdec ≈ pi ρ2 v0
mDM
∫ 1
−1
dσ
dΩcms
(1− cos θcms) d cos θcms .
(A6)
In the formula above we have neglected the fact that
for θcms > pi/2 the roles of the two DM particles will be
exchanged and the particle originally considered part of S1
will belong to S2 after the collision (and vice versa). To take
this effect into account, we restrict the range of integration
to cos θcms ∈ [0, 1] and include an additional factor of 2 to
write
Rcml ≈ Rdec ≈ 2pi ρ2 v0
mDM
∫ 1
0
dσ
dΩcms
(1− cos θcms) d cos θcms
=
ρ2 v0 σT
2mDM
. (A7)
In the last step, we have defined the momentum transfer
cross-section for indistinguishable particles
σT ≡ 4pi
∫ 1
0
d cos θcms (1− cos θcms) dσ
dΩcms
, (A8)
which determines the rate at which energy and momentum
is transferred from S2 to S1.
9
Let us briefly review the assumptions we have made
in the derivation of our results. Most importantly, we have
assumed that all particles in S2 are at rest and all particles
in S1 move with the common velocity v0. More realistically,
these particles can have a range of velocities described by
the density functions f1(v1,x1) and f2(v2,x2), respectively,
where vi and xi are measured relative to the centre of mass
of Si. The distribution of relative velocities vrel will be given
by frel(vrel) =
∫
d3v1f1(v1) f2(vrel − v1 − v0). The rate at
which a particle from S1 encounters particles from S2 is then
given by
dC =
ρ2
mDM
dσ
dΩ
v frel(v) d
3v dt dΩ . (A9)
For a more accurate treatment, we should therefore replace
v0 by frel(v) in our results for Rcml and Rdec and integrate
over d3v. However, as long as v0 is large compared to typi-
cal values for v1 and v2, our approximate results above are
sufficient.
APPENDIX B: EXAMPLES FOR FREQUENT
SELF-INTERACTIONS
In this appendix we give details about two examples for
differential cross-sections that can lead to frequent DM
self-interactions, i.e. interactions with a very small fraction
of expulsive collisions. For 2 → 2 scattering, the scatter-
ing amplitude can depend on the incoming and outgoing
momenta only via the Lorentz-invariant Mandelstam vari-
ables s, t and u. For non-relativistic scattering these are
s = 4m2DM
(
1 + v2cms
)
, t = −2m2DM v2cms (1− cos θcms) and
u = −2m2DM v2cms (1 + cos θcms). Moreover, since we assume
that the two DM particles are indistinguishable, the cross-
section must be symmetric in t and u. The simplest possible
combinations are t + u, t2 + u2 and t u. Out of these three
9 Note that the conventional definition of σT overestimates the
momentum transfer for θcms > pi/2 because it does not take into
account the fact that the two DM particles are indistinguishable
and can therefore always be relabelled in such a way that one
particle scatters with θcms < pi/2. Our definition of σT differs
in that we integrate θcms only from 0 to pi/2 and include an
additional factor of 2. For isotropic scattering, our definition gives
σT = σ/2, while the conventional definition gives σT = σ.
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terms, only the third exhibits a strong angular dependence.
Since we are interested in self-interactions with predom-
inantly small momentum transfer corresponding to small
scattering angles, we will focus on cross-sections containing
inverse powers of t u, which diverge in the limit θcms → 0
and θcms → pi.10
B1 Long-range interactions
First of all, we consider the case where DM particles interact
with each other via the exchange of a massless vector me-
diator (such as a dark photon (Ackerman et al. 2009; Feng
et al. 2009)). For non-relativistic scattering we can approx-
imate the differential cross-section by
dσ
dΩ
=
α′2
s
[
s2 + u2
t2
+
s2 + t2
u2
+
2s2
tu
]
≈ α′2 s(t+ u)
2
(t u)2
=
α′2
m2DM v
4
cms (1− cos2 θcms)2 , (B1)
where α′ is the coupling strength of the vector mediator.
Typical parameters of interest are α′ = 10−2 for mDM =
1 TeV (Ackerman et al. 2009). By construction, the cross-
section in Eq. (B1) diverges for θ → 0 and θ → pi, so we
need to introduce a cut-off at small and large angles. We
take (Cyr-Racine & Sigurdson 2013)
θmin =
4α′
λDe mDM v20
, θmax = pi − θmin (B2)
where the Debye screening length is given by
λDe =
1
4
mDM v0√
pi α′ ρ
(B3)
with ρ the total density of DM particles. Even for very large
DM densities, e.g. close to the centre of a DM halo, we find
λDe  1 m, implying that θmin is a very small number.
First of all, we can calculate the rate of expulsive colli-
sions. For κ = 2 v2esc/v
2
0 we find
f ≈ θ2min
[
1− κ
(2− κ)κ + atanh(1− κ)
]
, (B4)
which is tiny because of the smallness of θmin. The corre-
sponding rate of immediate evaporation is
Rimd =
32pi α′2 ρ2
m3DM v
3
0
[
1− κ
(2− κ)κ + atanh(1− κ)
]
, (B5)
where we have used vcms ≈ v0/2. For 0.2<∼κ<∼ 0.8 the ex-
pression in square brackets gives values in the range 0.5–3.
For the cumulative evaporation, on the other hand, we find
Rcml =
8pi α′2 ρ2
m3DM v
3
0
[1− 2 log (θmin/2)] . (B6)
For typical parameter choices, the square brackets give val-
ues of O(102). This logarithmic enhancement of the cumu-
lative evaporation rate implies Rcml  Rimd. As desired,
10 Note that a scattering angle θcms ≈ pi does not lead to large
momentum transfer but simply exchanges the roles of the two
particles.
we can therefore have a large deceleration rate without be-
ing constrained by immediate evaporation. We can write the
decelerating force as
Fdrag
mDM
= v0 Rdec =
8pi α′2 ρ2
m3DM v
2
0
[1− 2 log (θmin/2)]
=
σ˜
4mDM
ρ2
v20
, (B7)
where we have defined the effective cross-section
σ˜
mDM
=
32pi α′2
m3DM
[1− 2 log (θmin/2)] . (B8)
This result is in complete analogy to the case of dynami-
cal friction, where α′ is replaced by GN M and log θmin/2
is replaced by the Coulomb logarithm log Λ. Because of the
factor v−20 , the effects of this drag force will be most inter-
esting for slowly moving systems.
Before we move on to the next example, let us dis-
cuss the case where the mediator has a small but non-zero
mass. In this case λDe in the definition of θmin is replaced by
the de Broglie wavelength of the dark photon λ = 1/mA′ .
Nevertheless, as long as the mediator is weakly coupled,
i.e.mA′  mDMv2/α′, we still have f  1 and Rimd < Rcml.
B2 Velocity-independent interactions
We have seen above that long-range interactions satisfy the
requirement that immediate evaporation can be neglected.
However, the velocity dependence of the cross-section im-
plies that these interactions are generally of little interest for
galaxy clusters. In this section, we explore the possibilities
to have frequent interactions without a suppression of large
velocities. If we want to have a differential cross-section that
does not depend on the relative velocity v0, we need to have
equal powers of t and u in the numerator and denominator.
As an example, we consider the case11
dσ
dΩcms
=
α′2
s
t2 + u2
t u
≈ α
′2
2m2DM
1 + cos2 θcms
1− cos2 θcms . (B9)
While the total cross-section diverges, the momentum trans-
fer cross-section is finite:
σT =
α′2
m2DM
pi (log(16)− 1) . (B10)
We find
f =
1− κ− 2 atanh(1− κ)
1 + 2 log(θmin/2)
. (B11)
For sufficiently small θmin, we find as expected f  1. How-
ever, since there is one less power of t u in the denominator
than in the case of long-range interactions, we now find
Rimd = 2pi ρ2 v0
α′2
m3DM
[κ− 1 + 2 atanh(1− κ)] (B12)
Rcml =
pi
2
ρ2 v0
α′2
m3DM
(log 16− 1) (B13)
implying that Rimd >∼Rcml for κ<∼ 0.6. In other words, in
11 We leave the discussion of possible particle physics models
leading to such a cross-section to future work. As a convenient
parameterisation we assume that – as in the case of long-range
interactions – the cross-section is proportional to α′2/m2DM.
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spite of the small number of expulsive collisions, the im-
mediate evaporation rate is comparable to the cumulative
evaporation rate. Consequently, we have to take both effects
into account when comparing to observational bounds.
To conclude this section, we note that the resulting drag
force is given by
Fdrag
mDM
=
α′2
m3DM
pi
2
ρ2 v
2
0(log 16− 1) = σ˜
4mDM
ρ2 v
2
0 . (B14)
with12
σ˜
mDM
=
α′2
m3DM
2pi(log 16− 1) . (B15)
Since the fundamental interactions are independent of ve-
locity, the effective drag force is proportional to v20 . Such a
force is expected to arise from any velocity-independent self-
interaction cross-section, provided the fraction of expulsive
collisions is sufficiently small so that we can average over a
large number of interactions. While we considered a partic-
ularly simple form for the differential cross-section here, we
expect to obtain a similar effective drag force also for more
complicated cases.
B3 Observational constraints
Long-range interactions
Because of the strong velocity dependence of long-range in-
teractions, we expect the strongest constraints to arise from
systems with low velocities. For example, we can obtain a
bound by requiring Carina, Draco and Ursa Minor to sur-
vive until the present day (see Gnedin & Ostriker (2001)). In
other words, we require that the typical timescale of evap-
oration caused by the motion of these objects through the
Milky Way DM halo is sufficiently larger than the age of the
Milky Way, i.e.
R−1cml > 10
10 yr . (B16)
The background DM density is of the order of 10−26 g cm−3
and the relative velocity of the dwarf spheroidals is roughly
150 km s−1 (Gnedin & Ostriker 2001). This translates to
α′2
m3DM
<∼ 10
−11 GeV−3 ,
σ˜
mDM
<∼ 10
−11 cm2 g−1 . (B17)
The corresponding drag force is then constrained to be
Fdrag
mDM
<∼ 10
−12 m s−2
( v0
100 km s−1
)−2 ( ρ2
0.01 GeV cm−3
)
.
(B18)
We note that even stronger constraints on α′2/m3DM have
been obtained by studying galaxy ellipticity (Feng et al.
2009). However, these bounds apply only under the assump-
tion that the hot gas is in hydrostatic equilibrium and has
negligible rotation (see Binney et al. (1990); Buote et al.
(2002); Diehl & Statler (2007); Brighenti et al. (2009)). We
thus prefer the more conservative bounds from evaporation.
12 We have chosen the normalisation of σ˜ in such a way that
σT = σ˜/2 in analogy to the case of isotropic scattering.
Velocity-independent interactions
For velocity-independent interactions the drag force grows
with velocity, so we expect strong constraints from the Bullet
Cluster, which has v0 ≈ 4500 km s−1. Following Markevitch
et al. (2004), we derive a constraint by requiring that the
sub-cluster loses no more than ∆N/N < 30% of its mass
during the collision. We integrate Rimd and Rcml along the
trajectory of the sub-cluster to find
∆N
N
≈
∫
(Rimd+Rcml) dt ≈ 1−exp
[
−8 Σ2 α
′2
m3DM
]
. (B19)
Estimating Σ = 0.3 g cm−2 for the Bullet Cluster (Marke-
vitch et al. 2004), we obtain the constraint
α′2
m3DM
<∼ 550 GeV
−3 ,
σ˜
mDM
<∼ 1.2 cm
2 g−1 . (B20)
corresponding to
Fdrag
mDM
< 10−9 m s−2
( v0
4500 km s−1
)2 ( ρ2
1 GeV cm−3
)
.
(B21)
APPENDIX C: DETAILS ON THE
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
C1 Systems under consideration
We perform numerical simulations for three different sys-
tems which are chosen to be representative of known major
mergers. System A consists of two galaxy clusters of similar
mass (M = 1.5 × 1014 M and M = 3.5 × 1014 M) with
a relative velocity of v0 ∼ 2400 km s−1. We describe these
clusters with Hernquist profiles (Hernquist 1990)13
ρ(r) =
M b
2pi r(r + b)3
(C1)
with b = 200 kpc and b = 400 kpc, respectively. These pa-
rameters are chosen in such a way as to resemble the col-
liding clusters in A520 (Mahdavi et al. 2007; Girardi et al.
2008; Jee et al. 2012; Clowe et al. 2012).
System B consists of two galaxy clusters of very different
mass, similar to the Bullet Cluster (Barrena et al. 2002;
Clowe et al. 2004; Markevitch et al. 2004; Clowe et al. 2006).
For the larger cluster we take a Hernquist profile with b =
1000 kpc and M = 2.5×1015 M, for the smaller cluster we
take M = 3×1014 M and b = 100 kpc (Randall et al. 2008).
We assume a collision velocity of 4500 km s−1, even though
it has been argued that the velocity of the Bullet Cluster
may be significantly smaller (Springel & Farrar 2007).
Finally, our System C is representative of a merger with
small velocity such as the Musket Ball Cluster (Dawson et al.
2012; Dawson 2012). We model both haloes by Hernquist
profiles with slightly different mass, using M = 3×1014 M
and b = 400 kpc for the first halo and M = 1.5 × 1014 M
and b = 300 kpc for the second halo. The collision velocity
is 2000 km s−1. For simplicity, we will always refer to the
13 We prefer the Hernquist profile over an NFW profile for the
cluster haloes as it has a finite mass, a finite central potential
and an analytical expression for the velocity distribution function.
Since our results are largely independent of the behaviour of the
haloes at large radii, both profiles give nearly identical results.
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larger cluster as the main cluster and the smaller cluster
as the sub-cluster, even when both clusters are similar in
size. Note that we do not attempt a precise matching of our
simulations to observed cluster collisions as in Randall et al.
(2008). Rather, our Systems A–C are meant to illustrate
how our conclusions can vary for different systems.
In our simulations, the parameters of the gravita-
tional potential of the main cluster are taken to be time-
independent, only the position and velocity of the main clus-
ter can change in the gravitational field of the sub-cluster.
For the sub-cluster, on the other hand, central density and
scale radius are time-dependent and are determined self-
consistently from the simulation. To initialise the simula-
tion, the program randomly chooses a representative set of
DM particles and galaxies bound to the sub-cluster, using
the known density profile and velocity distribution for the
initial parameters specified above. At each time step, the
program then calculates the motion of all these particles in
the combined gravitational field of the main cluster and the
sub-cluster. At the end of each step, the gravitational poten-
tial of the sub-cluster is updated by evaluating the current
position of all DM particles in the simulation. For this pur-
pose, it is assumed that the sub-cluster can be described
by a Hernquist profile at all times. This is consistent with
the observational constraint that DM self-interactions can-
not change the profile of a DM halo over timescales as short
as 108 yr. However, our approach neglects the gravitational
pull of particles which leave the DM halo. Since this addi-
tional force will affect DM and galaxies in the same way, it
does not significantly influence the separation between DM
halo and galaxies (see § 2.2).
We assume that the sub-cluster starts from rest and falls
towards the main cluster, so the collision occurs with neg-
ligible impact parameter. For non-zero impact parameter,
the sub-cluster would probe a smaller integrated DM den-
sity and therefore be less affected by DM self-interactions.
We have not studied such cases in detail and refer to Randall
et al. (2008) for a discussion.
C2 Implementation of self-interactions
Frequent self-interactions
In our simplified approach we can easily model an effective
drag force on the DM halo by including an additional contri-
bution to the acceleration of DM particles. This contribution
is proportional to the DM self-interaction cross-section, the
DM density of the main cluster and to v2rel, where vrel is the
velocity of the DM particle under consideration relative to
the main cluster.
Rare self-interactions
In order to simulate rare self-interactions rather than an ef-
fective drag force, we need to calculate the probability for
each DM particle to scatter based on its velocity, the sur-
rounding density of DM particles and the scattering cross-
section. A random number generator is then used to decide
whether scattering does occur and how it will affect the ve-
locity of the DM particle. This is done separately for the
DM density of the main cluster and for the DM density of
the sub-cluster as we will now discuss.
The probability for a DM particle at position x and
with velocity v relative to the main cluster to scatter on the
main cluster within a time dt is dp = ρ2(x) vrel dt σ/mDM,
where vrel = |v − v2| and v2 is randomly chosen from the
velocity distribution of the main cluster, which we assume
to be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.14 We take vdis =
1000 km s−1, 1200 km s−1 and 800 km s−1 for Systems A, B
and C, respectively. If a collision occurs, the velocity of the
particle changes in such a way that the scattering is isotropic
in the centre-of-mass frame.
If the momentum transfer in the collision is large,
i.e. comparable to the initial momenta of the two DM par-
ticles, we now need to trace the motion of both particles,
i.e. we need to generate a new particle corresponding to the
DM particle that was previously part of the main system
(and therefore not included in our simulation), but has now
received a large momentum transfer. This is necessary, be-
cause it is possible that the particle from the main cluster
loses so much energy in the collision that it actually becomes
bound to the sub-cluster. Neglecting this contribution would
therefore overestimate the evaporation rate. Note that this
implies that the number of particles in the simulation in-
creases with time. This is accounted for by reducing the
density of the main cluster accordingly. On the other hand,
once a DM particle has left the sub-cluster, further collisions
will no longer be of interest for us because they do not affect
our observables. We therefore neglect the scattering of DM
particles which are far away from the sub-cluster (meaning
that their distance is large compared to both the scale radius
and the tidal radius of the sub-cluster).
The probability for a DM particle to scatter with
another particle from the sub-cluster is given by dp =
ρ1(x) vrel dt σ/mDM, where vrel = |v−v1| and v1 is randomly
chosen from the velocity distribution of the sub-cluster (de-
termined by the parameters of the Hernquist profile). If a
scattering process does occur, the program determines the
simulated DM particle closest to the original particle, deter-
mines their CM frame and randomises the direction of the
velocities in that frame.
Most of the collisions between DM particles in the sub-
cluster will occur in the central region of the halo with small
momentum transfer. While these collisions are interesting
for observables like halo shapes, they are not relevant for
the separation between the DM halo and galaxies. Moreover,
for the values of the self-interaction cross-section and the
timescales that we are interested in, no significant changes
in the halo profile are expected. Therefore, we will only con-
sider the scattering between two DM particles within the
sub-cluster if at least one of them has already scattered with
large momentum transfer in the past.
The remaining concern is that in the presence of large
DM self-interactions the central densities are reduced and
the cuspy halo profiles that we use will no longer be a good
approximation. Indeed, the observed separation depends on
the central density of the main cluster (see Randall et al.
(2008)). Since we do not aspire to make precise predictions
for the separation, we neglect the impact of the density pro-
14 Using the velocity distribution corresponding to a Hernquist
profile gives very similar results while being computationally far
more expensive.
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file of the main cluster and assume that it can approximately
be described by a Hernquist profile even in the presence of
self-interactions.
APPENDIX D: AN ANALYTICAL
DESCRIPTION OF RARE
SELF-INTERACTIONS
In this appendix we derive a simple model to describe the
separation between a DM halo and galaxies resulting from
rare self-interactions. We shall see that – in spite of its sim-
plicity – the model is sufficient to reproduce the main fea-
tures observed in our numerical simulations (see Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8). The idea is to trace the orbits of scattered par-
ticles assuming that all collisions take place at the centre
of the DM halo and that the bound particles are initially at
rest. After colliding with a DM particle with velocity v0, the
probability distribution of velocities of an originally bound
DM particle is fcms(vcms) = δ(v
2
cms−v20/4)/(piv0) in the CM
frame, corresponding to f(v) = δ(v2 − v · v0)/(piv0) in the
sub-cluster frame.
A DM particle travelling with a velocity v immediately
after the collision will subsequently slow down in the gravita-
tional potential Φ(x) of the sub-cluster.15 Its distance from
the centre will then be given by r(t, v), which is defined im-
plicitly via
t =
∫ r(t,v)
0
dr√
v2 + 2(Φ(0)− Φ(r)) . (D1)
Using the initial distribution of velocities, we can then cal-
culate the distribution of positions of the DM particle after
a time t:
f(x, t) =
∫
v<vcrit(t)
δ(r − r(t, v)) δ(θr − θv)
2pi sin θr r2
f(v) d3v ,
(D2)
where vcrit(t) is the cut-off velocity, meaning that all parti-
cles with initial velocity v > vcrit(t) are considered to have
left the halo at time t. The decreasing number of parti-
cles in the halo is reflected by the fact that
∫
f(x, t) d3x =
min(vcrit(t)
2/v20 , 1).
Ultimately, we are interested in the displacement in the
z-direction, i.e. in the direction parallel to v0. To calculate
the expectation value we can write
〈z(t)〉 =
∫
zf(x, t)d3x =
I(t)
v30
(D3)
with
I(t) =
∫ vcrit(t)
0
2 r(t, v) v2 dv . (D4)
We can think of 〈z(t)〉 as the response function of the system.
It gives the separation caused by a collision at a time t in
the past. To calculate the total separation resulting from the
collision of two clusters, we need to integrate this expression
along the path of the system.
If the distance between the two clusters is given by x(t)
and their relative velocity by v0(t), the flux of DM particles
15 We neglect the gravitational potential of the main cluster in
our model.
as a function of time is given by j(t) = v0(t) ρ2(x(t))/mDM,
and the infinitesimal probability of an interaction in time
dt is dp(t) = σ j(t) dt. The total separation at time t is
therefore given by
∆z(t) =
σ
mDM
∫
〈z(t′)〉 v0(t− t′) ρ2(x(t− t′)) dt′
=
σ
mDM
∫
I(t′)
v0(t− t′)2 ρ2(x(t− t
′)) dt′ . (D5)
In principle, this equation can be evaluated numerically
for arbitrary DM density and velocity profiles. Here we
choose to employ a very simple profile, namely the isochrone
model, for which we can calculate all orbits analytically.
The isochrone model is defined by the potential (Binney
& Tremaine 2008)
Φ(r) = − GNM
b+
√
b2 + r2
. (D6)
We choose the parameters of the isochrone model in such a
way as to match the simulated Hernquist profiles at large
radii.16 For the main cluster, we employ the same density
profile as in the simulations (see Appendix C and Table 1)
and take ρ2 to be the average density within a distance b
from the path of the sub-cluster.
As in our simulations, we do not want to include parti-
cles too far away from the sub-cluster. We can achieve this
goal in an approximate way by specifying the cut-off veloc-
ity vcrit(t). First of all, we only want to include particles
with v cos θ < v0/2, or equivalently v < v0/
√
2. Particles
with higher velocity should be considered part of the main
cluster rather than part of the sub-cluster. This requirement
removes exactly half of the particles. However, we have ne-
glected the fact that two particles participate in each col-
lision. If one of the particles is initially at rest, there will
always be exactly one particle with v < v0/
√
2 after the
collision. We should therefore multiply our expression for
∆z(t) by a factor of 2 to reflect the fact that for large mo-
mentum transfer the incoming DM particle can be caught
by the sub-cluster.
Furthermore, we do not want to include particles far
away from the sub-cluster. We therefore require z(v, t) =
r(t, v)v/v0 < zmax and take zmax ≡ 3b/2.17 Since the left-
hand side depends only on v and t, this inequality can be
rewritten in the form v < vmax(t), where vmax(t) is the initial
velocity of a particle that needs time t to travel a distance
zmax in z-direction. Note that vmax decreases with increasing
t, because as the system evolves particles with smaller initial
velocity will reach the critical distance z(v, t) = zmax. We
then define vcrit(t) = min(v0/
√
2, vmax(t)). Using this def-
inition of vcrit(t) we calculate the separation predicted for
System B. Our results are shown in Fig. 8 and are in good
16 At small radii, the density of the isochrone model is signifi-
cantly lower, leading to a central potential that is shallower than
for the Hernquist model. This partially compensates for neglect-
ing the initial kinetic energy of the DM particles before scattering.
Moreover, the isochrone model has the advantage that all quan-
tities remain finite for r → 0, v → 0.
17 While zmax should be comparable to the size of the DM halo,
there is some arbitrariness in the precise definition. In practice, we
find better agreement with the numerical simulations for zmax =
3b/2 than for zmax = b.
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agreement with the separation obtained by our numerical
simulation.
To conclude this section, let us make some rough esti-
mates of the typical time and distance scales over which the
separation develops. At small times after the cluster colli-
sion, the separation is dominated by particles with v ∼ vesc
(see Fig. 8). For a Hernquist profile, the averaged escape ve-
locity is given by vesc ∼
√
GN M/(3 b) where M is the mass
and b the typical size of the sub-cluster. Neglecting the de-
celeration in the gravitational potential of the sub-cluster,
particles with v ∼ vesc will take approximately the time
tesc ∼ zmax
vesc
∼ (2–2.5)
√
b3
GN M
(D7)
to leave the sub-cluster. The separation should therefore
peak approximately at a distance z = v0 tesc, which gives
z ∼ 600, kpc, z ∼ 300 kpc and z ∼ 1000 kpc for Systems A,
B and C – in agreement with our numerical simulations.
A description of the behaviour of the system at later
times is more involved and we restrict ourselves to making
an estimate of the time for scattered particles that remain
bound to the sub-cluster to return to its central region. The
typical time-scale for an orbit is given by the dynamical time
tdyn = 1/
√
GN ρ¯1, where ρ¯1 is the average density within the
orbit. As a simple estimate, we take a Hernquist profile and
calculate the average density for r < b, which yields ρ¯1 ≈
0.25M/b3, giving tdyn ∼ tesc. The typical time to complete
half an orbit is then
torb ≈ pi tdyn ∼ (6–8)
√
b3
GN M
. (D8)
For t > torb we expect particles that have remained bound
in the cluster collision to give a negative contribution to the
total separation. Note that for such large times the deceler-
ation of the sub-cluster in the gravitational field of the main
cluster can no longer be neglected, so that zneg < v0 tneg.
To estimate the maximum magnitude of the separation,
we simply assume that at t ∼ tesc all escaping particles
are roughly at a distance b from the main cluster and we
neglect the contribution of non-expulsive collisions. Using
the fraction of expulsive collisions, we then find
∆z ∼ f Σ2 σ b
mDM
. (D9)
For a cross-section σ/mDM = 1.6 cm
2 g−1 this estimate gives
a separation of ∆z ∼ 20 kpc, ∆z ∼ 30 kpc and ∆z ∼ 15 kpc
for Systems A, B and C – in good agreement with our nu-
merical simulations. The larger values of b in Systems A
and C compensate for the smaller surface density Σ2, so the
expected maximum separation in all three systems is com-
parable.
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